Short title: Perioperative smoking

1. Purpose and scope

The purpose of this guideline is to update anaesthetists and trainees with contemporaneous information about the effects of smoking in the perioperative period, including current state of preoperative cessation of smoking and the science supporting cessation.

Although the information in this document may be of benefit to the community as a whole, it is intended to apply to clinicians with a view to advocating cessation of smoking and ensuring optimal timing for cessation.

2. Background

Tobacco use is a major global health problem and the single greatest preventable cause of death and disease in Australia and New Zealand.1, 2 Smokers are at increased risk of perioperative respiratory, cardiac and wound related complications, and quitting smoking may reduce the risk of complications.3

ANZCA is committed to its role of health advocacy and recognises that the perioperative period represents a “teachable moment” when many smokers quit or attempt to quit smoking, sometimes permanently.4, 5 The opportunity for clinicians to actively participate in this phase should be seized and patients instructed on the means available to them to quit smoking prior to their surgery.

3. Issues

3.1 The health/disease/illness burden of tobacco in Australia and New Zealand is a major one with approximately 15,500 deaths attributable to tobacco in Australia each year6 and 5000 in New Zealand.2 Smoking is the single greatest preventable cause of death and ill health, accounting for 8 per cent of the total disease burden in Australia6 and costing the economy an estimated $31.5 billion in tangible costs. Estimates vary, but conservatively, half of all smokers will eventually die as the result of their smoking7, while quitting before the age of 40 years reduces the risk of death associated with continued smoking by about 90 per cent.8

The spontaneous quit rate in the general population of smokers is estimated to be about 2 per cent per annum9 however tobacco addiction is characterised by poor spontaneous recovery rates and high rates of relapse. In the absence of any interventions to support quitting, longer term abstinence after surgery is low although successful permanent quitting does occur.

3.2 Smoking worsens surgical outcome. This has been demonstrated in over 300 studies that have been carried out since the first published study in 1944 by a British anaesthetist who found a six-fold increase in pulmonary complications in smokers following abdominal surgery.10

Smoking cessation before surgery has been shown to improve surgical outcome. Although there is some controversy about optimal timing of smoking cessation there is agreement that longer quitting is best. It would seem that recent quitters are no worse off than continuing smokers in terms of pulmonary complications.11-13 Further data are needed on this important question but
current available evidence should not dissuade anaesthetists and surgeons from advising patients to quit at any time before surgery.

4. Assisting patients to quit before surgery

Many smokers try to quit on their own however in the absence of additional support, each quitting attempt will only have a success rate of 4-7 per cent. Quitting success tends to be greater in patients having surgery. Advice and encouragement delivered by physicians improves quitting success. Further, this group may be more motivated to quit.

The Smoking Cessation Taskforce of the American Society of Anesthesiologists developed a simple three-point cessation strategy (A-A-R=Ask, Advise, Refer) that may be used in everyday practice. These are consistent with guidelines for Australian General Practice and recommendations of the Australian National Health Preventative Taskforce.

A=Ask. Patients should always be asked about their smoking status. Asking, even when the answer is already known, is suggested as this reinforces the message to the patient that his or her doctor believes that the tobacco use is a significant issue.

A=Advise. Most smokers are aware of the risks that are printed on the packet regarding future cardiorespiratory disease and cancer, yet data show that few have awareness of the specific perioperative risks that smoking poses them. By understanding the benefits of quitting before surgery, the likelihood of behavioural change prior to surgery may be increased.

R=Refer. An awareness of locally available smoking cessation support and referral of patients is likely to significantly improve quit rates. In randomised controlled trials of perioperative quit programs, more intensive interventions produced significantly greater abstinence. General practitioners, pharmacists, quit counsellors at local community health centres and telephone Quitlines may be appropriate referral points. Compared to the provision of self-help material alone, multi-session counselling delivered via telephone Quitlines increased smoking abstinence at 12 months by a significant 25-50 per cent. A Victorian study showed that multi-session Quitline counselling resulted in 24 per cent of participants being abstinent at three months. Fax referral and online referral are options for Quitlines in Australia and New Zealand.

4.1 Cessation support can be achieved by pharmacological or non-pharmacological means, or a combination. Effective pharmacotherapy options include nicotine replacement therapy, nicotine partial agonists such as varenicline (Champix), bupropion (Zyban), nortryptilline and clonidine. Table 1 in the accompanying background paper identifies the side effects from this group.

Of the non-pharmacotherapy options, those that are effective include individual counselling, group counselling, and rapid smoking aversive therapy. See Table 2 in the accompanying background paper.

Nicotine is addictive, and tobacco additives such as base agents increase the unionised nicotine content, or other additives that make inhalation of tobacco smoke more tolerable, increase addictiveness and make quitting more difficult.

Many of the harmful toxins and carcinogens present in tobacco smoke are in higher concentrations in side-stream smoke than main-stream smoke, posing a significant risk to “passive” smokers.

Cigarette smoke induces liver enzymes in the cytochrome P450 system, which performs such (Phase 1) reactions as drug oxidation/hydroxylation. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in smoke are principally involved in induction the isoenzymes CYP1A1, CYP1A2 and CYP2E1. Some anaesthetic drugs are also metabolised via these enzymes so this may explain some of
the literature such as the increased requirements for vecuronium and rocuronium in smokers.\textsuperscript{21} Smokers also have higher opioid requirements after surgery and experience more postoperative pain, although pharmacokinetic explanations via enzyme induction are unlikely to account fully for this.\textsuperscript{22}

5. Conclusion

5.1 Quitting smoking for one day will lower carboxyhaemoglobin and nicotine levels and could be expected to improve tissue oxygen delivery.\textsuperscript{12}

5.2 Quitting smoking for as little as three weeks has been shown to improve wound healing.\textsuperscript{23}

5.3 Quitting smoking for six to eight weeks results in sputum volumes that are not increased compared to non-smokers\textsuperscript{24}, and improved\textsuperscript{25} pulmonary function.

5.4 Immune function is significantly recovered by 6 months after quitting smoking.\textsuperscript{26}

Practitioners are strongly encouraged to use every opportunity to address the subject of smoking with its inherent multiplicity of risks, encourage cessation of smoking preoperatively, and assist patients to quit.

This document is accompanied by a background paper (PG12(POM)BP) which provides more detailed information regarding the rationale and interpretation of the Guideline.
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